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This invention relates in general to a facial 
mask and in particular to a facial mask adapted to 
apply a heating beauty treatment to a human 
face. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a 
facial mask for applying a heating beauty treat 
ment to a human face. 
More speci?cally, this invention proposes a 

facial mask adapted and shaped to conform with 
. a human face and to apply a gentle heating treat 
ment thereto. 
The invention further proposes a facial mask 

comprising a ?exible sheet material shaped to 
conform with a human face and having heating 
means mounted therein for applying a gentle 
beautifying heat treatment and having face-?t 
ting or massaging members mounted therein for 
pressing and shaping contours in the face being 
treated. 
For further comprehension of the invention, 

and of the objects and advantages thereof, ref 
erence will be had to the following description 
and accompanying drawings, and to the append 
ed claims in which the various novel features 
of the invention are more particularly set forth. 
In the accompanying drawing forming a ma 

terial part of this disclosure: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a facial mask ac 

cording to one form of this invention. 
Fig. 2 is a front view of the article shown in 

Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a side cross section of the article shown 

in Fig. 2, taken along the line 3-3. 
Fig, 4 is an enlarged cross section of a portion 

of the mask shown in the previous ?gures, taken 
along the line 4-4 of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged cross section of a section 
of one layer of the mask shown in the previous 
?gures during an intermediate step in its manu 
facture. 

Fig. 6 is a similar View of the same portion 
after a further step in its manufacture. 

Fig. '7 is a schematic front view of the article 
shown in the previous ?gures, outlining the for 
mation of the heating member therewithin. 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged fragmentary cross section 
of a portion of the facial mask according to a 
further form of the invention, the mask having 
an adjustable contour member thereon. 

Fig. 9 is a detail vertical sectional view, taken 
on line 9-9 of Fig. 8, looking in the direction of 
the arrows. 

Referring to the ?gures in detail, there is shown 
a mask generally designated i0 adapted to ?t 
snugly and massagingly over the face of a wearer 
during or after a beauty treatment, adapted to 
apply a beauty heating treatment to the face 
of the wearer. The mask is shaped in the out 
line of a human face, having contours thereon 
to ?t a forehead II, nose I2, lips 13, and chin 
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2 
Hi, and having securing straps or bands I5 for 
removably and adjustably mounting the mask on 
a wearer’s face. There are also provided nostril 
openings H3 in the nose portion of the mask, and 
optionally additional eye holes I‘! and a mouth 
opening !8. An electric heating member 20 passes 
through the mask in a predetermined pattern, 
and an electric lead cord 21 serves to connect 
the heating member to a source of electric cur 
rent. 
The mask Iii is constructed in at least two 

layers; an outer structural layer 22 which is ?ex 
ible and elastic, being adapted to stretch or con 
tract to ?t the exact contours of the face of a 
wearer and being adapted to hold the mask in 
a substantially predetermined shape; and an in 
nor, spongy layer 23 adapted to ?t comfortably 
against the wearer’s face and to conform close 
ly with minor irregularities of the face and to 
cushion the mask against the face. 
The heating member 2B is mounted entirely 

within the outer layer 22 and the inner layer 
is maintained even and regular in thickness ex 
cept for face molding pad members 24 thereon 
which are adapted and positioned to match de 
sired facial contours. 
The mask, as shown in the ?gures, is shaped 

to extend substantially across the entire face of 
the wearer and substantially back on the sides 
of the face, terminating in securing bands [5 
which are adapted to extend behind the back 
of the head. On two of the bands l5 are located 
buckles 26 or the like, and on the other two 
bands are openings 25 adapted to fasten to the 
buckles thereby securing the mask to the face 
of the wearer. At predetermined positions on 
the face of the mask iii are located face mold 
ing pad members 24 which are adapted to ?ll 
out the mask at selected positions such as near 
the eyes and nose of the mask, and positioned 
to ?ll out hollows in the cheek of the wearer. 
These contour members are optionally positioned 
to conform with the contours of the average 
wearer; alternatively, the contour members are 
positioned in an accurately determined pattern 
according to an individual study of a particular 
wearer for whom the mask is designed. 
The heating member 26 is positioned in the 

outer layer of the mask in substantially horizontal 
lines, weaving back and forth horizontally across 
the face of the mask. This heating member is 
an insulated electric resistance Wire, so selected 
that it produces a low local heat, su?icient to 
warm the face of the wearer but not high enough 

A control device 
such as a thermostatic control (not shown) may 
be added to the mask heating system to control 
the heat therein. 
The mask I0 is constructed by forming two 

rubber or rubber-like mask face pieces 28 (see 
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Fig. 5) of substantially identical outline, shaped 
to ?t the face as desired. The heating member 
20 is disposed between these two face pieces in 
the patternshown in Figs. 3 and '7. The face 
pieces are thenspressedytogether and subjected 
to a vulcanizin'g heat according to known proc 
esses, whereby the two pieces 28 are molded to 
gether to form one unitary piece 22 containing 
the heating member 20 substantially in‘its' cen 
ter. This piece 22 is then used for the outer 
layer of the ?nished mask. A sponge material --23 
is mounted on the inside of this mask~structure 
by means of an adhesive 30 or the like which bonds 
the two layers together. In this way, the inner 
sponge layer is retainedlqsubstantially wrinkle free 
within the mask and‘is'adapted to provide a 
smooth and pleasant surface to the face. The 
inner or spongelayer extends substantially across 
the entire mask, except'for the bands l5 which 
comprise only the outer'layer 22. 
The mask is used ina manner which is ap 

parentsfromi-the ?gures. The mask I0 is ?tted 
over the face of the wearer, preferably with‘ a 
beauty cream rbase applied to the face, and the 
mask is adjusted for size by tightening bands l5 
untilaproper?t‘is'obtained. If necessary, the 
mask is pulled locally or‘otherwise adjusted to 
cause it to ?t smoothly over the entire facial 
surface. The heating unit is then energized, 
warming the mask and the'face until the desired 
degree of heat is produced. The heat, enclosed 
in the substantially moisture proof mask causes 
an almost immediate perspiration and opening of 
facial pores; the moisture thus produced in itself 
gives an effect somewhat resembling the eifect 
of a'localized Turkish bath. ‘This moist warmth 
isan ideal ?nal step in a beauty treatment. 

. “In Figs. 8‘and 9~there is shown a movable con 
tour member 21‘1a adapted to be used on the mask 
I0 shown in the previous ?gures. According to 
one form of the invention, these contour mem 
bers maybe integral portions of the inner spongy 
layer 23 of the mask. According to a further 
form of the invention, these contour members 
24a as shown in Figs. ,8 and 9 are adapted to be 
placed on the inner surface of the mask. The 
contour member 24“ comprises a pad-like member 
3| shapedto conform with the desired facial con 
tour. Along one surface of this member is a. layer 
ofa non-tacky adhesive-whereby the pad Zl‘la may 
be removably secured tothe inner surface of the 
mask. Thus, the contour member *24“ may be 
placed on themask by pressing the adhesive sur 
faceagainstlayervzii,and used'for a heat treat 
ment‘for one person in a beauty parlor. Subse 
quently, the member-2'1a is removed and reposi 
tioned for another customer. 
Due to the horizontal arrangement of the elec 

trical heating wires, as shown in Fig. 7, no heating 
wire crosses any head opening of the user, and 
the heating wires are .disposed across the usual 
vertical facial wrinkles‘on the sides of the nose 
and mouth, to induce -maximum circulation 
through these areas. 
The electrical heating wires are embedded‘be 

tween the plies ;of the outer layer-of material 
which makes up the facial mask, so that no wire 
is dependent upon‘any ‘local insulation, and com 
plete safety is thus assured the wearer. The plies 
of the outer mask layer‘are united by vulcaniza 
tion so that exposure of any heating wire is vir 
tually impossible. 
While I have illustrated and described the pre 

ferred embodiments of my invention, it is to be 
understood'that'l do vnot-limit'myself to the pre 
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4 
cise constructions herein disclosed and the right 
‘is reserved to all changes and modi?cations com 
ing within the scope of the invention as de?ned 
in ,thelappended claims. 4‘ v4 ‘ » 

.iflaving thus described .myjinvention, what I 
:claim as new and‘desire to secure by United States 
Letters Patent is: 

1. A facial heating mask comprising a rubber 
jmask, shaped to ?t the contours of a human face, 
having openings for a nose, eyes, and mouth, 
having adjustable bands for securing said mask 
on the- face‘ of arwearer, having a heating member 
disposed in a pattern in horizontal lines parallel 
to‘s‘a'id-openings across the area of the mask, said 
mask comprising an outer structural layer and 
an‘ inner padding layer extending-across substan 
tially the entire.“ facial area ‘ of said outer layer 
and terminating-short of the adjustable bands 
thereon, said heating member being disposed sub 
stantially midwa'yibetween the ‘surfaces of the 
outer‘layer,?said1padding being-?exible and com 
pressible to conform with the'contours of the face 
of a wearer, said-a padding layer being'securedto 
said outer -‘layer isubstantia'lly' across "the entire 
area thereof-byi-means of an‘adhesive'layer, and 
movable contour members removably secured'to 
the inn‘eri-surfaceof said-maskand adapted to 
conform ‘with P‘de'sired » facial ‘ contours. 

_ 2. 'A facial-{heating ~mask' comprising a rubber 
mask shaped to ?t; the-contours of a human face, 
having "openingssfor va-nose,"eyes, and mouth, 
havingladjustablei-bands for securing said mask 
on thefa'ce -‘of ‘aiwe‘arenhaving a heating member 
disposed in a, patternin horizontal lines parallel 
tosaid"openings‘across'the area of the mask, said 
maskcomprisingian’outer structural layer and 
an innér-padding-‘layer extending across substan 
tially the ‘entire facialarea 'of said outer layer and 
terminating’sl'iort;’éf the adjustable bands thereon, 
said heating'>-meh1ber'»being disposed substantially 
midway eb'etween'flthe'surfaces' of the‘ outer layer, 
said padding being :flék'ible’and compressible to 
conform‘ withv theicdntoursof the face of a wearer, 
said paddingf-layerfbeing secured to said outer 
layer substantially‘?acro'ss' the entire area'thereof 
by meansof anadhesive layer, movable contour 
members removably s'ecured-to-the inner surface 
of said mask and-adapted to?confor'm with desired 
facial‘ contours, and saidcontour members com 
prising ashaped padding member having anon 
tacky adhesive acrosslo'neisurface thereof. , 
"3. A facial mask having an outer layereof yield 

ing‘ insulation material ‘molded to ?t the-face of 
the user andprovided withiopenings‘ for the eyes, 
nose and mouth matching those of the user, an 
electrical ‘heating unit embedded in said 'outer 
layer and'extendingacross'said mask in hori 
zontal'; lines ‘parallel to-said openings and spaced 
therefrom, face: molding pads 'detachably secured 
to the :inner surface ‘of the ‘mask, and adjustable 
means for securing the‘ mask to the face of the 
user'to vary the pressure of thesame against the 
user’s face. 

"STEPHEN DUMA. 
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